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I. ST A TEMENT OF THE CASE 
A. Nature of the Case. 
This is an appeal by the State of Idaho from the Memorandum Opinion of Hon. John R. 
Stegner setting aside the Idaho Transportation Department's administrative license suspension of 
James Darrin Broadfoot ("Broadfoot") for alleged failure of an evidentiary test for breath alcohol 
concentration. 
B. Course of the Proceedings and Statement of Facts. 
On October 10,2010, at approximately 2:17 a.m., Latah County Sheriffs Deputy 
Anthony Dahlinger CDahlinger") conducted a traffic stop of James Darrin Broadfoot 
("Broadfoot"). R. 30-31. Dahlinger subsequently arrested Broadfoot for DUI and transported 
him to the Latah County Sheriff s Office where he administered a breath test to Broadfoot. R. 
32. Dahlinger's Probable Cause Affidavit contains stock language that: 
R.32. 
Defendant was tested for alcohol concentration, drugs or other intoxicating 
substances. The test(s) was/were performed in compliance with section 18-8003 
& 18-8004(4), Idaho Code, and the standards and methods adopted by the 
Department of Law Enforcement. 
Dahlinger recorded the monitoring period and administration of the breath test using a 
camera located on his chest. ALS Exhibit A. The video demonstrates that, at 03 :21 :00, 
Dahlinger checked Broadfoot's mouth. Dahlinger did not instruct Broadfoot not to belch. 
At 03:35:33 on the video, Dahlinger turned away from Broadfoot and walked to the 
opposite side of the room. The video clearly and irrefutably demonstrates that Dahlinger was not 
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facing towards Broadfoot but instead was focused on preparing the breath testing machine. 
During this time, the video and audio show that Dahlinger was facing a wall and was keying 
information into the breath testing machine. The machine can clearly be heard making its 
preparatory noises, including the sounds of Dahlinger typing information into the machine, as 
well as a loud beeping noise followed by a buzzing noise. From 03:38:36 until 03:38:55, 
Dahlinger turned even further away from Broadfoot, opened a notebook, and began flipping the 
pages of the notebook. ALS Exhibit A. 
At 03:38:55, Dahlinger turned his attention back to Broadfoot and asked him to step over 
to the machine to provide the first breath sample. Broadfoot reentered the frame of the video at 
03:39:04 and provided his first breath sample at 03:39:21. However, during those approximate 
17 seconds when he was approaching Dahlinger, Broadfoot was not in the camera view for the 
entire period, and the focus of the camera was fuzzy. Before administering the breath test, 
Dahlinger did not ask Broadfoot whether he had belched. ALS Exhibit A. 
An administrative hearing was held on November 9, 2010, with Eric G. Moody 
("Moody") presiding as the Hearing Officer for the Idaho Transportation Department ("lTD"). 
R. 50; ALS Tr. 1-15. Broadfoot submitted into evidence a DVD containing video/audio of the 
breath test administered to Broadfoot by Dahlinger. ALS Exhibit A. Broadfoot testified that 
Dahlinger did not instruct him not to belch. ALS Tr. 8: 11-13. Broadfoot also testified that he 
silently belched approximately ten seconds before he gave the first breath sample. ALS Tr. 8: 14-
18. Broadfoot explained that the belch was silent because he had attempted to be polite by 
holding it in. ALS Tr. 8:15-21. Broadfoot also testified that, before he provided the first breath 
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sample, Oahlinger did not ask him whether he had belched, which is consistent with the video 
evidence. ALS Tr. 9: 1-4. 
At the hearing, counsel argued that Dahlinger had not properly observed Broadfoot 
because, during the last several minutes before administration of the test Dahlinger was on the 
other side of the room, facing away from Broadfoot, reviewing a notebook, and focusing on the 
breath testing machine. ALS Tf. 9:8-11 :23. 
On November 30,2010, Moody issued his Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and 
Order, which sustained Broadfoot's administrative suspension. R. 55-63. Broadfoot timely filed 
a Petition for Judicial Review. R. 64-65. After briefing, Hon. John R. Stegner heard oral 
arguments and took the matter under advisement. Tr. of Appellate Arg. 1-16 (Aug. 22, 2011); R 
190. On October 24,2011, Judge Stegner issued a Memorandum Opinion holding that Moody's 
decision to sustain Broadfoot's suspension was not supported by substantial evidence in the 
record as a whole. R. 191-202. He vacated Moody's decision and remanded the case. R. 201. 
ITO timely filed a Notice of Appeal. R. 203-206. 
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II. ISSUE ON APPEAL 
Moody's Findings and Decision were not supported by substantial evidence in the record 
as a whole because Dahlinger was not "alert" while monitoring Broadfoot as required by the 
Standard Operating Procedures when his back was turned and his senses were impaired for 
almost three minutes immediately preceding administration of the breath test. 
III. STANDARD OF REVIEW 
At the administrative hearing, the driver must prove, by a preponderance of the evidence, 
one of the following grounds: 
(a) The peace officer did not have legal cause to stop the person; or 
(b) The officer did not have legal cause to believe the person had been 
driving or was in actual physical control of a vehicle while under 
the influence of alcohol, drugs or other intoxicating substances in 
violation of the provisions of section 18-8004, 18-8004C or 18-
8006, Idaho Code; or 
(c) The test results did not show an alcohol concentration or the 
presence of drugs or other intoxicating substances in violation of 
section 18-8004, 18-8004C or 18-8006. Idaho Code; or 
(d) The tests for alcohol concentration, drugs or other intoxicating 
substances administered at the direction of the peace officer were 
not conducted in accordance with the requirements of section 18-
8004( 4), Idaho Code, or the testing equipment was not functioning 
properly when the test was administered; or 
(e) The person was not informed of the consequences of submitting to 
evidentiary testing as required in subsection (2) of this section. 
I.C. § 18-8002A(7). However, when there is a violation of a mandatory regulation, "such as the 
IS-minute waiting period," the driver meets this burden by showing that the procedure was not 
followed, and the hearing officer is required to vacate the suspension. Wheeler v. lTD, 148 Idaho 
378,223 P.3d 761, 768 eCt. App. 2009) (citing In re Suspension of Driver 's License ofGibbar, 
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143 Idaho 937, 944 (Ct. App. 2006)); Bennett v. State, Dept. o/Tramp., 147 Idaho 141,206 P.3d 
505, 508 (et. App. 2009). 
On judicial review of an agency action, the reviewing court is governed by the following 
standard of review: 
[T]he court shall affirm the agency action unless the court finds that the 
action was: 
(a) in violation of constitutional or statutory provisions; 
(b) in excess of the statutory authority of the agency; 
( c) made upon unlawful procedure; 
(d) not supported by substantial evidence on the record as a whole; or 
e e) arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion. 
I.e. § 67-5279(3). In addition, the agency action shall be affirmed unless a substantial right of 
the challenging party is prejudiced. I.e. § 67-5279(4). 
The reviewing court does not substitute its judgment for that of the agency as to weight of 
the evidence on questions of fact and defers to the agency's findings unless they are clearly 
erroneous. I.e. § 67-5279(1); Wilkinson v. State, Dept. o/Tramp., 151 Idaho 784, 264 P.3d 680, 
682 (Ct. App. 2011). Mere conflicting evidence before the agency is insufficient for a clearly 
erroneous finding as long as the agency's determinations are supported by substantial and 
competent evidence in the record. Schroeder v. State, Dept. of Transp. (In re Driving Privileges 
of Schroeder) , 147 Idaho 476, 479, 210 P.3d 584,587 eet. App. 2009). 
However, the reviewing court is not bound by the agency's factual determinations if they 
are not supported by substantial and competent evidence in the record. See Id. "Substantial 
evidence" is not a mere "scintilla" but is "such relevant evidence as a reasonable mind might 
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accept to support a conclusion." Masterson v. ITO, 244 P.3d 625, 627 (Ct. App. 2010). Further, 
the court does exercise free review on questions of law, including interpretation of administrative 
rules or regulations. See Schroeder v. State, 210 P.3d at 587 (citation omitted). 
On appeal. this Court reviews the agency record independently of the District Court's 
decision. Wilkinson v. State. 264 P.3d at 682. 
IV. ARGUMENT 
Moody's Findings and Order were not Supported by Substantial Evidence in the Record as 
a Whole because Dahlinger was not "Alert" While Monitoring Broadfoot as Required bv 
the Standard Operating Procedures When his Back was Turned and his Senses were 
Impaired for Almost Three Minutes Immediately Preceding Administration of the Breath 
Test. 
Without a sufficient monitoring period prior to administering the breath test, an officer is 
unable to satisfy the requirement of being alert for any event that might influence the accuracy of 
the breath alcohol test. Here, Dahlinger was across the room and his attention and body were 
turned away from Broadfoot for nearly three minutes while he prepared the breath testing 
machine and made notations in a notebook. During this nearly three-minute period, his senses 
were impaired because his sight was focused on the machine and the notebook, his hearing and 
smell were impaired because he was across the room, and his hearing was further impaired 
because of significant noise emanating from the machine. 
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A. The Idaho Breath Alcohol Standard Operating Procedures in Effect at the 
Time of Broadfoot's Breath Alcohol Test Required Alert Observation by the 
Officer Prior to Administration of the Test. 
I.C. § 18-8004(4) charges the Idaho State Police ("ISP") with promulgating standards for 
administration of tests for alcohol content. State v. Stump, 146 Idaho 857, 203 P.3d 1257. 1258 
(Ct. App. 2009). Therefore, ISP has issued training manuals for the approved testing equipment, 
as well as Standard Operating Procedures ("SOPs") for breath alcohol testing. Wilkinson v. 
State. 264 P.3d at 683 (citing IDAHO ADMIN. CODE 11.03.01.014). "Noncompliance with 
these procedures is one of the grounds for vacating an administrative license suspension under 
I.C. § l8-8002A(7)(d)." Id. 
The SOPs in effect at the time of Broadfoot's breath test were effective August 27.2010, 
and are attached hereto as Appendix A. Appellant's Brief attached a later version that did not go 
into effect until November L 2010. Both versions were attached to the Brief of the Idaho 
Transportation Department on judicial review to the District Court. R. at 139-179. Although the 
relevant provisions in the August version are identical to the provisions in the November version, 
for purposes of clarity in the record, the correct applicable version has been attached here. 
The introductory paragraph to SOP § 6 states, "Proper testing procedure by certified 
operators is necessary in order to provide accurate results." (Emphasis added.) This statement 
clearly explains that the purpose of this SOP section is to ensure the accuracy of test results. 
SOP § 6 goes on to provide, in part: 
6.1 Prior to evidentiary breath alcohol testing, the subjectlindividual should be 
monitored for at least fifteen (15) minutes. Any material which 
absorbs/adsorbs or traps alcohol should be removed from the mouth prior 
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to the start of the 15 minute waiting period. During the monitoring period 
the subject/individual should not be allowed to smoke, drink, eat, or 
belchlburp/vomit/regurgitate. 
6.1.4 During the monitoring period, the Operator must be alert for any event 
that might influence the accuracy of the breath alcohol test. 
6.1.4.2 If, during the IS-minute waiting period, the subject/individual 
vomits or regurgitates material from the stomach into the 
subject/individual's breath pathway, the IS-minute waiting period 
must begin again. 
(Emphasis added.) 
At a brief glance, the "should" language contained in SOP 6.1 seems to indicate that 
monitoring prior to administration ofthe test is no longer mandatory. See Wheeler v. lTD, 223 
P.3d at 767. However, that provision cannot be read in isolation, but must be interpreted in the 
context of the entire SOP § 6. When § 6 is read as a whole, § 6.1 states how long the monitoring 
should last, and § 6.1.4 states how the monitoring period must be conducted and when it must be 
restarted. Therefore, there is still a requirement for monitoring prior to administering the breath 
test. 
When interpreting a statute or rule, the court must strive to give effect to the legislative 
intent. Wheeler v. Idaho Dept. (~lHealth and Welfare, 147 Idaho 257, 207 P.3d 988,994 (2009). 
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Rules of construction require that the court begin with the literal language of a statute or rule and 
give those words their plain, usual, or ordinary meaning. Id. 
However, "provisions should not be read in isolation, but must be interpreted in the 
context of the entire document. . .. [T]he Court must give effect to all the words and provisions 
of the statute so that none will be void, superfluous, or redundant." Farber v. Idaho State Ins. 
Fund, 147 Idaho 307, 208 P.3d 289.292 (2009) (internal citations omitted) (emphasis added). 
See also Wheeler v. lTD, 148 Idaho 378, 223 P.3d 761, 767 (Ct. App. 2009). 
The present situation is much different than that before the Court in Wheeler v. lTD. 
There, the Court held that, because the SOP regarding calibration of the Intoxilzyer 5000 used 
the language "should" rather than "must," the calibration procedure was not mandatory. Id. at 
768. Therefore, the standard did not automatically render the test result inadmissible. Id. In 
making this decision, the Court stated that "should" is read differently than "must" in order "to 
give due credit to the promUlgating party's intent in repeatedly choosing to use the word 
'should' instead of 'must' or 'shall'." Id. (emphasis added). 
If SOP §6.1 is interpreted to mean that no monitoring is required. then §§ 6.1.4 and 
6.1.4.2, which require the operator to be alert and/or to restart or repeat the monitoring period, 
would be rendered void and superfluous. Here, while SOP § 6.1 used the word "should" with 
regard to the length of the monitoring, §§ 6.1.4 and 6.1.4.2 both used the word "must" to 
describe the standard for how to conduct the monitoring period and when to restart or repeat 
monitoring. 
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In Appellant's Brie[ the State argues that the new SOP provision contained in § 6.1.4.3 
renders unnecessary any quality control for the actual monitoring period or cures insufficient 
monitoring prior to administration of the test. That section reads: 
If there is doubt as to the events occurring during the 15 minute 
monitoring period, the officer should look at results of the duplicate breath 
samples for evidence of potential alcohol contamination. For clarification 
see section 6.2.2.2. 
There are flaws in the State's argument. First, if the Court adopts the State's 
interpretation that this provision overrides the need for a quality monitoring period prior to 
administration of the breath test, then SOP §§ 6.1.3, 6.1.4, 6.1.4.2, and 6.2.2.1 would be void and 
superfluous. 
Second, § 6.1.4 states that "[d]uring the monitoring period, the Operator must be ale11 
for any event that might influence the accuracy of the breath alcohol test." (Emphasis added.) 
Checking the test results as mentioned in § 6.1.4.3 is something that the officer may do after the 
monitoring period. Therefore, it is not a substitute for a requirement that is to occur during the 
monitoring period. 
In addition, the State relies on SOP § 6.1.4.1 to argue that "the emphasis on the 
circumstances of the waiting period isn't as significant as it may have been when the Idaho 
Appellate Court decided State v. Carson or State v. DeFranco." Appellant's Bf. at 7. However, 
§ 6.1.4.1 is identical to § 3.1.5.L which was found in the July 2009 version of the SOPs. R. at 
182,186-187. While that earlier version of the SOPs does post-date the decisions in Carson and 
DeFranco, it was the relevant version in effect at the time of Wilkinson because that driver was 
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stopped in October 2009. 264 P.3d at 681. Despite that provision in the SOPs, the Wilkinson 
Court engaged in an extensive analysis of the circumstances of the monitoring period. ld. at 683-
685. Therefore, the State's argument that § 6.1.4.1 minimizes the importance of the 
circumstances occurring during the monitoring period is misplaced and not justified by the case 
law. 
It is interesting to note that as case law is developed that finds fault with how officers are 
conducting the established standard procedures, ISP changes the procedures. This piecemeal 
approach to revising the SOPs (such as changing wording of the 15-minute monitoring standard 
from "shall" to "should") is indicative of taking a reactive approach to "unfriendly" case law, 
rather than a scientific approach. 
1. C. § 18-8004(4) states that: 
Notwithstanding any other provision of law or rule of court, the results of any test 
for alcohol concentration and records relating to calibration, approval, 
certification or quality control performed by a laboratory operated or approved by 
the Idaho state police or by any other method approved by the Idaho state police 
shall be admissible in Any proceeding in this state without the necessity of 
producing a witness to establish the reliability of the testing procedure for 
examination. 
When this language was added to the statute, the legislative purpose was, in part, "to 
avoid the economic burden to the state to have to furnish witnesses to provide superfluous 
verification [of the reliability of the testing equipment]." Wheeler v. lTD, 148 Idaho 378, 223 
P.3d 761, 770 (Ct. App. 2009) (Lansing, J., dissenting) (emphasis added). Further, 
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As the legislative statements of purpose indicate, this statutory scheme is intended 
to streamline trials and reduce the costs of prosecution while at the same time 
assuring the accuracy of the tests. It can meet this objective and can accord 
with due process and demands of fundamental fairness only if there actually 
exist promulgated standards for administration of BAC tests that ensure 
accurate and reliable test results. In other words, the quid pro quo for the 
convenience and economy of admitting test results pursuant to I.C. § 18-8004(4) 
is that the ISP must promulgate ascertainable standards that if complied with, 
will yield accurate BAC testing. 
Jd. (emphasis added). 
The legislature's intent in charging ISP with promulgating standards was to ensure the 
accuracy of the test so that the test results would be scientifically reliable for admission in court 
proceedings without the necessity of laying further foundation by expert testimony. ISP's 
piecemeaL reactive. case-driven approach puts the very admission of the test results in danger as 
being scientifically unreliable. 
Because SOP § 6 requires that the officer to "be ale11" during the monitoring period for 
any event that might influence the accuracy of the breath test, established case law related to the 
quality of the monitoring period is still relevant. 
B. Dahlinger's Monitoring of Broadfoot was Qualitatively Insufficient Because 
he was not Continually Positioned Physically to Use a Combination of his 
Senses for Nearly Three Minutes Immediately Preceding Administration of 
the Breath Test. 
The video submitted by Broadfoot establishes that Dahlinger's surveillance was 
insufficient to accomplish the qualitative requirement of the monitoring period. For nearly three 
minutes immediately preceding administration of the breath test, Dahlinger was not continually 
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positioned physically to use a combination of his senses of sight, smell, and hearing to ensure 
Broadfoot did not belch or regurgitate. Rather, his attention was focused on preparing the breath 
testing machine and logging information into a notebook while facing away from Broadfoot. 
As set forth above, case law regarding the quality of the monitoring prior to 
administration of breath tests is still relevant. In Appellant's Brief, the State completely ignores 
this vast body of law. 
Although officers are not required to "stare fixedly" at a test subject for the full 
monitoring period, "the level of surveillance must be such as could reasonably be expected to 
accomplish the purpose of the [monitoring] requirement." S'tate v. Carson, 133 Idaho 451, 453 
(Ct. App. 1999). This level of surveillance requires that officers not leave subjects unattended 
during any portion of the monitoring period. See Bennett v. State, 147 Idaho 141, 144 (Ct. App. 
2009) (holding that monitoring was insufficient when the officer left the room in which the 
subject was located). 
However, even if an officer remains in close proximity to the subject, the officer's mode 
of surveillance must be sufficient to "likely detect belching, regurgitation into the mouth, or the 
like." State v. Carson. 133 Idaho at 453. There, a portion of the monitoring period included the 
time the officer spent transporting the driver to the sheriff's office, during which he 
intermittently observed the driver through glances in the rearview mirror. ld. at 452-453. The 
court pointed out that, during the trip, the officer's "attention necessarily was devoted primarily 
to driving." ld. at 453. Further, the court explained that a combination of factors impeded the 
officer's ability to hear whether the driver belched. Those factors included noise from the 
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automobile engine, tires on the road surface, rain, windshield wipers, and a hearing impairment. 
ld. 
Sight, alone, is not sufficient to properly monitor a subject. S'ee Bennett v. State, 147 
Idaho at 144. Further, when an officer is not in a position to use his sight to monitor a driver, he 
must be able to use his combined senses of hearing and smell. See State v. DeFranco, 143 Idaho 
335. 144 P.3d 40. 43 (Ct. App. 2006). Therefore, an officer must be in a position to use a 
combination of at least two senses at all times to properly monitor a subject. 
In DeFranco, after completing the field sobriety tests. the officer handcuffed the driver 
and placed him in the rear passenger-side of the patrol car. ld. at 41. The officer left the rear car 
door ajar while he walked to the back of the vehicle to obtain an advisory form from his trunk. 
ld. The officer testified that, while at the trunk, he could see the driver through the rear window 
by looking through a gap between the trunk lid and the vehicle body. ld. Further, the officer 
testified that, had the driver belched or coughed loudly, he would have heard it. ld. 
However, the court held that the officer's "level of monitoring could not reasonably be 
expected to accomplish the purpose of the requirement." ld. at 42. The court pointed out that, as 
in Carson, the officer "was not always in a physical position to use either his sight or, 
alternatively, his senses of smell and hearing, to accomplish the purpose of the monitoring 
period." ld. at 43. 
The courts in both Carson and DeFranco distinguished their situations from that found in 
Stale v. Remshurg, 126 Idaho 338 (Ct. App. 1994). See State v. Carson, 133 Idaho at 453; Slate 
v. DeFranco, 144 P.3d at 42. In Remshurg, the driver argued that the monitoring period was 
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insufficient because, during the seven minutes immediately preceding the breath test, the officer 
was programming the breath testing machine and reading the statutory advisory. 126 Idaho at 
339. The Remsburg court held that the monitoring period was sufficient because the officer was 
in the same room with the driver at all times. Jd. However, the court made specific reference to 
the fact that the driver was seated next to the officer. Jd. at 339 (n. 1). 
Therefore, in Carson and DeFranco, the court distinguished Remsburg by pointing out 
that, although the Remsburg officer "did not maintain constant visual contact, there was no 
evidence that the officer was unable to adequately monitor through use of his other senses." 
State v. Carson, 133 Idaho at 453; State v. DeFranco, 144 P.3d at 42. Further, Carson 
demonstrates that not all close proximity is created equal. An officer can be in close proximity 
to the driver (even in the same vehicle) but conditions may exist that render the monitoring 
insufficient. 
This Court most recently considered the quality of monitoring in Wilkinson v. State, 151 
Idaho 784, 264 P.3d 680 eCt. App. 2011). There, the Court built on the law already established 
in Carson, DeFranco, and Bennett and took an opportunity to caution officers on the importance 
of a quality monitoring period. There, as here, the officer turned his back on the driver during 
the monitoring period. Jd. at 684. The Court stated: 
It should be noted that although constant visual contact is not required, the 
rule's flexibility is not an open invitation for law enforcement officers to 
be inattentive or to leave suspects out of their sight for any appreciable 
period of time. Officer Davis had his back turned to Wilkinson for one 
minute and fifty seconds of the fifteen-minute period, a length of time that 
could have voided the test results. Better practice would counsel that 
officers should attend to suspects to the best of their ability, including 
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visual observation, throughout the entire monitoring period if at all 
possible, In such cases, the issue presented here could be completely 
avoided. 
Id. However, ultimately, the Court held that monitoring was sufficient in large part because a 
second officer was present in the room searching the driver during the period when Officer 
Davis' back was turned. Id. at 684-685. This is in stark contrast to the situation in this case 
because Dahlinger was alone with Broadfoot during the monitoring period. Further, Dahlinger 
was turned away from Broadfoot for two minutes and forty-three seconds shortly before 
administering the breath test. ALS Exhibit A. This is almost one minute longer than the period 
that the Court found troubling in Wilkinson. 
Therefore, because Dahlinger was not continually physically positioned to use a 
combination of this senses of sight, smell, and hearing for almost three minutes prior to 
administration of the breath test, his monitoring of Broadfoot was qualitatively insufficient. 
C. The District Court Decision Vacating Moody's Findings and Order should be 
Affirmed because Moody's Findings were not Supported by Substantial 
Evidence in the Record as a Whole. 
Moody's Findings were not supported by substantial evidence in the record as a whole 
because Dahlinger failed to sufficiently observe Broadfoot prior to administration of the breath 
test as required by the Idaho Breath Alcohol Standard Operating Procedures. Therefore, District 
Court decision vacating Moody's Findings and Order should be affirmed. 
The State argues that the District Court made its own factual findings when it concluded 
that there was not substantial evidence in the record as a whole to support the Hearing 
Examiner's Decision. However, the District Court was presented with a new version of the 
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SOPs for interpretation and application. The District Court properly exercised its free review 
over the new SOPs. See Schroeder v. State, 210 P.3d at 587 (citation omitted). The State's 
claim that the District Court did not consider provisions in the new SOPs is unfounded given that 
its Memorandum Decision cites the new SOPs several times. R. at 194, 196, 197, and 201. 
Further, the District Court did not improperly re-weigh the Moody's credibility 
determinations regarding evidence. Rather, in reviewing the record as a whole, the District 
Court properly considered all of the evidence presented, including pieces of evidence that were 
ignored by Moody. Specifically, Moody's Findings make no mention of the circumstances 
surrounding the monitoring period as evidenced by the video except to state that Dahlinger's 
back was towards Broadfoot. R. at 57. He completely ignored numerous other pieces of 
evidence specifically mentioned by the District Court, including the length oftime Dahlinger 
was turned away from Broadfoot, Dahlinger's activities while he was turned away from 
Broadfoot, and the loud beeping and humming noises in the room. R. at 200. The reviewing 
court is not bound by the agency's factual determinations if they are not supported by substantial 
and competent evidence in the record. See Wilkinson v. State, 264 P.3d at 682. 
The District Court reviewed the same evidence that was available to Moody, much of 
which was ignored in Moody's Findings. The District Court then interpreted the new version of 
the SOPs and relevant case law as requiring a higher standard of monitoring than was performed 
by Dahlinger. Specifically, the District Court held that Dahlinger "was not always in a physical 
position to visually monitor Broadfoot, or alternatively, to use both his senses of smell and 
hearing to accomplish the purpose of the monitoring period." R. at 199. Further, during the time 
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Dahlinger was facing a\vay from Broadfoot to prepare the machine and enter information into a 
notebook, "at most. he could use only one of his senses to monitor Broadfoot:' R. at 200. "By 
trying to do two things at once, Dahlinger was not able to monitor Broadfoot for any belches. 
burps or regurgitation that could have affected the validity of the test." ld. The noise from the 
machine, would have "interfered with Dahlinger's hearing'" and "given Dahlinger's distance 
from Broadfoot. his sense of smell was also impaired during that period." ld. 
The burden of monitoring is not onerous on law enforcement. and the District Court's 
decision is consistent with the Court's admonition to Jaw enforcement in Wilkinson. as well as 
consistent with the evidence submitted by Broadfoot. much of which was ignored in Moody' s 
Findings. Given that there was not a second officer assisting with the monitoring of Broadfoot 
as was the case in Wilkinson. the District Court's decision that Moody's Findings were not 
supported by substantial evidence in the record as a whole should be affirmed. 
V. CONCLUSION 
Broadfoot met his burden of proving that Dahlinger did not sufficiently monitor him prior 
to administration of the breath test as required by the SOPs. Therefore. the COUl1 should affirm 
the District Court's decision, which vacated the Moody's decision because it \vas not supported 
by substantial evidence in the record as a whole. 
DATED this -"'--__ day of April 2012. 
MAGYAR. RAYCH & TI-IIE. PLLC 
n~iu{ 
Brian D. Thie 
Attorney for Respondent Attorney for Respondent 
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Glossary 
Appi'oved Vendor: A source/provider/manufacturer of all approved premixed alcohol simulator solution shall be explicitly 
approved as a vendor of premixed alcohol simulator solutiollS for distributioll within Idaho. 
Bre:ith Alcohol Test A series of separate breath samples provided during a breath testing sequellce. 
Breath Alcohol Testing Sequence: A sequence of events as determined by The Idaho State Police Forensic Sen'ices, \vllich 
may be directed by either the instrlllllent or the Operator, but not both, and may consist of air blanks, perfOlll1anCe 
verification, intemal standard checks, and breath samples. 
Breath Tesiing Specialist (BTS): An Operator who has completed an advanced training class taught by an employee oftlle 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services. BTS celtificatioll is valid tel' 26 calendar months and expires on the hst .d:lY of the 
26th month.'
C<2'l'tifieate of Analysis: A certiticate stating that the premixed ethyl alcohol solutions used for perfOrIl1:!"llCt/verificatioll lla\'e 
been tested and approved for use by the ISPFS. . 
C<2'rtificMe of Appa'oval: A certificate stating that an individual breath alcohol testing illstrume~lt 1188 been evaluated by the 
ISPFS and found to be suitable for forensic alcohol testing. The certificate bears the signatme of an Idaho State Police 
Forensic Services Lab Manager, and the effective date of the instrument approv?!. ' 
Chang<2'over Class: A training class for currently certified personnel dUl'i.;ilg \Vhi~h tliey are taught theory, operation, and 
proper testing procedm'e ter a new make or model of instrument beu~g adopted'!)}' their agency. Breath Testing Specialists 
attend BTS training that qualifies them to perfonn BTS duties related to,the instmllient. 
) .. , ;) 
Evidentiary Test: A breath test perfolmed on a snbject/i:r;t,dividpal for p6tential evidentiary 01' legal purposes. A distinction 
is made between evidentialY testing and community servic;; pr u:ainllti{testspelionned with the instrument. 
~/ " " 
"\::-
Idaho State Police Forensic Services (ISPFS): Fo~erJy b!oi~.'as the Bmean of Forensic Services, the ISPFS is dedicated 
to providing forensic science services to the crln~!rli;tl justice system of Idaho. ISPFS is the adminisu'ative body for the 
breath alcohol testing program per IDAPA ll.O;f,Of:' " 
,:'" > .. -,..' 
MIPIIVIIC: An abbreviation used to desigtlaie'';J.in()l''iil possession or minor UI consumption of alcohol. 
Operator Certification: The condition ofhavifig~atisfied the training requirements tel' adrninisteling breath alcohol tests as 
established by the ISPFS. Operator certific~tibii is valid for 26 calendar months and expires on the last day of the 26th 
month. 
Operator: Auuldividual certified bYthe ISPFS as qualified by training to adm.inister breath alcohol tests. 
Operator Class: All ISPFS-approved u'aining class for prospective or uncertified breath alcohol Operators. Clmently 
celtified Breath Testing SpecialIsts may teach Operator classes, 
~. :;.' ,1 
Performance Verifi,s:ation: A verification of the accuracy of the breath testing illstl1llllent utilizing a simulator and a 
peliOlUlance verift\:~tibll solution. PeliOlUlatlCe verification should be repolied to tlll'ee decimal places. While ISPFS uses 
the tenll perrol;maitce verification, lllanufactmers and others lllay use a telTIl such as "calibration check" or "simulator check." 
"," ' 
.:~ 
Perfol'In~nc~Ve-riflcatiou Solution: A premixed ethyl alcohol solution used for field p<'lionllance verifications. The 
solution i~provided by and/or approved by ISPFS. 
Recertification Class: A traulillg class for currently celtified pel'sollnel, completion of which results III uninterrupted 
continuation of their Operator or BTS status for an additiona126 months. 
Waiting Pel'iodll\1onitoring PeIiodlDeprivation Period/Observation Period: 15-minute period prior to achninistering a 
breath alcohol test, in \vhich an officer monitors the test subject/individuaL 
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2 
3.2.1 
2.1 
2.2 
2.1.2 
2.1.2 
2.1.2 
2.1 
2 
2.1.2 
2.1 
2 
2 
2 
2.1 
2.2 
1.6 
2 
Standard Operating 
List of Revisions 
Topic 
Delete reference to j\.LS 
0.02/0.20 solutions 
Valid breath tests 
Aleo-Sensor calibration checks 
Intoxilyzer 5000 Calibration Checks 
Effective June, 1996 
0.003 agreement 
Operators may fun calibration checks 
'-'. '. 
Re-wn a solution within 24 hOll{~'> 
All 3 solutions nm within,a:24-hotU"~el'f~d 
All 3 solutions nm.:yJi$iri a" ~4-h,~11i period 
:'"j-' ,'" 
',,, 
Re-11lnlling ofa'solution> ..... 
~ ~",-~.,~. "C:- -: 
All solVtions l1ln,\v{thitl. a 48-hour period 
Reterell~e to "thtee" removed 
:-, 
AlB solUti~ll!.S nUl within a 48-hour period 
Mote thail three calibration solutions 
> Solution values no longer called in to BFS 
Aleo-Sensor and Intoxilyzer 5000 
calibration check 
Calibration checks for the Intoxilyzer 5000 
Name change, all references made to the 
Bureau of Forensic Services were changed to 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services. 
Record Management 
Deleted sections on relocating, repairing, recalibrating, 
and 103nllg of instmments :fl.-om previous revision. 
June 1,1995 
October 23. 1995 
1\·1211'~. 1996 
June 1. 1996 
July 1, 1996 
September 6, 1996 
September 6, 1996 
September 6, 1996 
September 26, 1996 
September 26, 1996 
Oct. 8, 1996 
September 26. 1996 
October 8, 1996 
Aprill, 1997 
August 1, 1998 
Feb11l31Y 11, 1999 
August 1999 
August 1, 1999 
August 1, 1999 
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1.2,2.1,2.2 
3 
.6 
1,2, and 3 
2.1,2.2 
2.2.1.1.2.2 
2.2.1.1.2.2 
2.1.2.1 and 2.2.4 
2.2.1.1.2.2 
1.2 
1.5 
2 
2.2 
2. 
Sections 1, 2, 3 
2.1.4,2.2.3,2.2.4,22'.5 
And 2.2.10 . , 
2.1.3,2.1.4.1,2.1.9 
Alco-Sensor and Iutoxilyzer 5000 calibration checks 
Deleted sections on blood and lU'ine samples 
for alcohol detennination 
Operator certification recorclmanagement 
Reformat numbering 
Requirement tor l111ming 0.20 simulator solution 
Changed 3-sample to "two print cards". 
Deleted "simulator port" and "two print cards". 
Simulator temperatme changed iiom "should" 
to "must". 
Clarification of 0.20 calibration checks. 
Added the Lifeloc FC20 
Deleted requirement that the new instnlment 
utilize the same tedmology if the BTS is Cll1Rntly 
celtified . . > 
Modified the accepted range fOl; simulatoI' solutions to 
+1- 10%, elinlinating th~+t,-O.Ol provision. Added 
"Established target vi,ll.ues Illay be different 
fi:OIll those ShO:::,,11 on th,~ bottle label" 
Added Lifeloc·FC20callbration checks 
Intoxily~~i,5000 <;a,llbration is now section 2.3 
1-,' .• 
MciqAfled to"s~~~it1cally allow use of the 0.20 
during sub.i,£~ffestillg 
':' ,/ ~ 
,':;-
General rHOlmat for c1alificatioll. Combi1led 
~:\rcgsellsoI and Lifeloc sections. Specifically, 
,.>¢angecl calibration requirement using the 0.20 
. reference solution fio111 four (4) checks to two (2). 
Clarification: a "calibration check" consists of a 
pair of samples in sequence and both samples 
must be within the acceptable range before 
proceeding \:vitll subject testing. A 0.20 solution 
should be replaced evelY 20-25 samples. Clarified 
the conect procedure for pertonning a calibration check. 
August L 1999 
August 1, 1999 
January 29, 2001 
August 18,2006 
November 27,2006 
:Vlay 14, 2007 
May 14, 2007 
September 18, 2007 
February 13, 2008 
Februmy 13, 2008 
February 13~ 2008 
Febl1lary 13, 2008 
Febmary 13,2008 
December 1, 2008 
Janumy 14,2009 
Clarification: Added "before and after" to the 0.08 and July 7, 2009 
0.20 calibration checks, within 24 hours of a subject test. 
The official time and date of the calibration check is the 
time and date recorded on the printout, or the time and date 
recorded in the log, whichever corresponds to the calibration 
check referenced in section 2.1.3 or 2.1.4.1. . 
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Revision # Effective date 
G 8/20/2010 
8/2712010 
The entire SOP was rewritten to incorporate language changes regarding 
performance veritlcations, and to clear-up ambiguities associated with 
the 0.20 velification and the relevance to cases not involving an 18-
8004C charge. Scope and safety sections \evere added. Troubleshootillg, 
l\1IPllVlIC sections added. 
Deletions and/or additions to sections 2, '"-A. 1, 4.6.1.1, 
5.1.2,5.1.4,5.1.4.1,5.1.5,5.2.4,5.2.5,6,6.2.1,6.2.3. 6.2.4, 7.7.1,7.1.1, 
7.1.2,7.1.2.2, 7.1.3, 7.1.4, 7.1.5, 8. 
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1 Quantitative Analysis for Breath by Approved 
Breath 
2 Scope 
3 
This method describes Idaho State Police Forensic Services (ISPFS) 
procedure, for use by agencies external to ISPFS, tor the analysis of breflth for the 
presence of volatile compounds using an approved breath testing instll.ull~nt: This 
method provides tor the quantitative analysis of ethanol. 
Following all the recommendations of this external proceduie.will establish the 
scientific validity of the breath alcohol test. Failure to meet all of the recommendations 
within this procedut:e does not disqualify the breath alcohol test out does alloyv for the 
questioning of the breath alcohol tests as it peltains to its toundation of admissibility in 
court. That foundation can be set, through testimony, bya:,breath testing specialist expert 
or ISPFS expeli in breath testing as to the P9f~hfiaL ~ap:1ifications of the deviation from 
the procedure as stated. ..- -.. '. 
Safety 
Within the discipline of bJeat:Q: alcohol testing, the general biohazard safety 
precautions should be follci"lived. Tfusjs'due to the potential infectious materials that may 
be ejected from the Inc:~~th. during,the sampling of the breath. Caution should be taken so 
as the expired brelltl~ isIlot din;cted towards the officer or other unrelated bystander. 
4 Instrument and Operator Certification 
To ensure'that minimum standards are met, individual breath testing instruments, 
Operators, (OIn4 breath testing specialists (BTS) must be approved and celii±ied by the 
Idaho StatePbiice Forensic Selvices (ISPFS). The ISPFS will establish and maintain a 
list ~f ~PI)f()Ved instruments by manufactmer brand or model designation tor use in the 
stare. 
Approval of Breath Testing Instruments. In order to be approved and celtified 
each instrument must meet the follmving criteria: 
4. LIThe instrnment shall analyze a reference sample or analytical test 
standard, the results of which must agree within +/- 10% of the target 
value or such limits set by ISPFS. 
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4.1.2 The certification procedures shall be adequate and appropriate for the 
analysis of breath specimens for the determination of alcohol 
concentrationior law enforcement. 
4.1.3 other tests deemed necessary to conectly and adequately evaluate the 
instrument to give accurate results la routine breath alcohol testing. 
4.2 The ISPFS may, for cause, remove a specific instrument by serial number from 
evidential testing and suspend or withdraw celti:i:kation thereof. 
4.3 become celiified by completing a training class taught by an 
certified Breath Testing Specialist (BTS). Certi:i:lcatioll is tor 26 cal,el1:dar months 
and expires the last day of the 26th month. Certification will allow'the' Operator 
to perform all functions required to obtain a valid breath alcQhol test. It is the 
responsibility of the individual Operator to maintain their currel1t cE:lii±lcation; the 
ISPFS will not notify Operators that their certification is about to expire. 
4.3.1 Recertification for another 26-month period is,.ac:llieved by completing an 
ISPFS approved Operator class prior to the e!l~l of the 26th month. 
4.3.2 If the individual fails to sati~factorilVcomplete the class (including the 
written and practical tests);; 01: all()'\'1:§' their celiification status to expire, 
he/she must retake theoP:erator class'hi order to become receliified. 
. ' .) 
4.3.3 If current Operatorc~rtificatiQri is expired, the individual is not celiified to 
run evidentiary;bi~ath al.co.hol tests on the instrument in question until the 
Operator clas~;:is'cQn:ip!eted. 
4.3.3~J1hel:e are:qo grace periods or provisions for extension of Operator 
, certifid~tioil. 
4.4 Breath Testing Specialists (BTS) are Operators who have completed an 
advanced fraining class and are ISPFS-certified to perform instrument 
maintenance, and provide both initial and recertification training for instrument 
Operat6i;~ ..... 
To obtain initial BTS celtification, an individual must be currently 
certified as an Operator of that particular instnnnent. BTS celiification is 
then obtained by completing an approved BTS training class. 
NOTE: The prior Operator status "011 that particular instrument" 
requirement is waived for new instrumentation. 
4.4.2 BTS Celiification is valid for 26 calendar months. 
4.4.3 If BTS certification is allowed to expire, the individual reverts to celiified 
Operator status for 12 calendar months for that instllllllent. He/she may 
no longer perform any BTS specific duties relating to that particular 
instrument. 
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4.4.4 BTS certification is renewable by attending an approved BTS training 
class. 
4.4.5 The Idaho State Police Forensic Services may ievo!<:e BTS celti±1c3:'ioll for 
cause. Examples of what may constitute grounds for revocation may 
include falsification of records, failure to perform required performance 
verification, failure to successTIllly pass a BTS recertification class and 
failure to meet standards in conducting Operator trainIng. 
4.5 Adoption of a new instrument by an agency will require updating any BTS and 
Operators in that agency in the use oftlle new instrument. 
4.5.1 A cunently celiified BTS may become a certified BTS. tor a new 
inStTll111ent by completing an ISPFS approved BTS Instl'uiuentation class. 
4.5.2 A clllTentiy certified Operator may certify on a new instrument by 
completing an ISPFS approved Operator Inshl.l1Ilentation Class for the 
new instnllllent. 
4.5.3 Individuals not currently ce11i;fied q.S .• Ope:rators mnst complete an 
Operator Class for each approved'lnSU1.llfent. 
4.6 Record maintenance and m~~ageIpen!.· It is the responsibility of each 
individual agency to store peHOllP-?flCe 0 verification records, subject records, 
maintenance records, instll.luient log$; or any other records as peliain.i.J.lg to the 
evidenti31Y use ofl;m~?tlf,testinginshuments and to maintain a cunent record of 
Operator celiificati()~~'.'· '. .. 
4.6.1 It is t4e,r~sponsi~i1ity of the agency to see that the said records are stored 
andmaintainedCi minimum of (3) years in accordance with IDAPA 
11.03.01. 
4.6. Records may be subject to periodic audit by the Idaho State Police 
'. Forensic Services. 
4.6.2: The Idaho State Police Forensic Services will not be responsible for the 
storage of such records not generated by ISPFS. 
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PerfOJ:inance Verification of Breath Testing 
Performance verifications aid the Breath Testing Specialist (BTS) and the Idaho 
State Police Forensic ServIces (ISPFS) in detemlining a breath testing instrument is 
functioning conectly. Perfonnance verifications are performed using a wet bath 
simulator performance verification solution. The solution is provided by and/or approved 
by ISPFS. The ISPFS analysis establishes the target value and acceptable range of the 
solutions used for the verification and includes the acceptable values on the Certificate of 
Analysis for each solution. Note: The ISPFS established target values may be different 
from those shovm on the bottle label. 
Ako-Sensor and Lifeloc FC20-Port2ble B:readJ. 
Performance Verification 
5.1.1 The Aleo-Sensor and Lifeloc FC20 portable breafli' testing instrument 
performance verification is run using approxinl~tdy 0.08 and/or 0.20 
perfonnance verification solutions provided bY3ndloi' approved by ISPFS. 
5.1.2 The per:l:ormance verification u,slng th~iO.08 and 0.20 perfol1nance 
verification solutions consist oft\v6 samDl~s. { .~ .l.;- ' 
.f-
5.1.3 A perfOlmance verifi~JJ,ti6~ ofth?' Aleo-Sensor and Lifeloc FC20 
instruments using a iO~08 . pelioIJ11ance verification solution must be 
perfolmed within;74:hoqr$, b~fore or after an evidentialY test to be 
approved for evi.d~btiarY·\lse. Multiple breath alcohol tests may be 
covered bY,a s~gle :p,.e~fbP:nance verification. 
"'> ' ,/' ~ ... v'" ::.t':Ci 
5.1.3.1 A. 0.08 Mrfomlance verifIcation solution should be replaced with 
.~.;Jfh~sh sgliItion approximately every 25 verifications or every 
. caleudal"month, whichever comes first. 
:'.~ 0 
5.1.4 A O}O p~rtolmance verification should be 11m and results logged once per 
calendal" month and replaced with fresh solution approximately every 25 
veiifications or until it reaches its expiration date, vvhichever comes flISt 
5.1.5 
NOTE: The 0.20 performance verification was implemented for 
the sole plU-pose of suppOliing the instruments' results for an 18-
8004C charge. Failure to timely perfolm a 0.20 performance 
verification will not invalidate tests per:l:ormed that yield results at 
other levels or in charges other than 18-8004C. 
5.1.4.1 The 0.20 perfOlmance verification satisfies the requirement for 
perfOlmance verification within 24 hours, before or after an 
evidentiary test at any level. The 0.20 perf01mance verification 
solution should not be used routinely for tIns purpose. 
Acceptable results for a 0.08 or 0.20 perfOlmance verification is a pair of 
samples in sequence that are both within +/- 10% of the perfolmance 
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verification solution target value. Target values and ranges of acceptable 
i:esults are included in a certifIcate of analysis for each solution lot series, 
prepared by, and available jiom, the ISPFS. 
NOTE: Due to external factors associated "vith changing a performance 
verification solution the results of the initial performance verifIcation may 
not be within the acceptable range, therefore the performance verifi.cation 
may be repeated lUlti1 a pair of satisfactory results are obtained. However, 
if results after a total of three test series for any solution (equivalent to six 
tests) are still lUlsatisfactory, contact the appropriate ISPFS LaboratOly. 
The instrument should not be used for evidentiary testinglUlti1 the 
problem is corrected and performance verification results are within the 
acceptable range. The suggested troubleshooting proceduie should be 
followed if the initial performance verification dc~:sJlbt meet the 
acceptance criteria. 
5.1.6 Temperature of the simulator must be bet"veen.33.5°C and 34.5°C in order 
tor the performance verifIcation res!1lts to be ya1id. 
NOTE: The simulator may l1eiN to '.1\~fll-rii't~r approximately 15 minutes 
to ensure that the metal lid is also ,:yanh. "If the lid is cold, condensation of 
alcohol vapor may OCCU1{ P~:9ducing 10\\" results. 
5.1. 7 Performance verificatioll solutiol~s should only be used prior to the 
expiration date oD)ll:e lab~r~,:',' '; 
l:~t> 
5.1.8 An agency.·~nii; nu(additional performance verification solution levels at 
their disp&tloh. ' . 
5.1.9 The'official tM~ and date of the performance verification is the time and 
date ~f·ecord~d~ on the printout, or the time and date recorded in the log, 
whicp.ev~:~r "~'orresponds to the perfoll11ance verification referenced in 
secfionS.I.3 or 5.1.4.1. 
C"'\l 
S.2 Intoxjly~ei~ SOOOIEN Performance Verification 
;rqfQiilyzer SOOO/EN insh"llillents must have a perf011llanCe verification with each 
'{-videntialY test. If the periol1llatlCe verification is \vithin the acceptable range for 
the lot of solution being used, then the Instmment will be approved and the 
l·esulting breath samples will be deemed valid for evidentiary use. 
5.2.1 Intoxilyzer 5000lEN performance verification is run using 0.08 and/or 
0.20 performance verification solutions provided by and/or approved by 
1SPFS. 
5.2.2 During each evidentiary breath alcohol test using the Intoxilyzer 5000fEN, 
a perfOlmance verification will be perfOlmed as directed by the insh1.1I1lent 
testing sequence and recorded as S1M CHK on the printout. If the SIM 
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CHK is not within the acceptable range for the solution lot being used, the 
testing sequence will abort and no breath samples \"lill be obtained. 
5.2.3 A two perf0l1n3nCe verification ,ising (1 0.08 
veri:fic~ltion solution should be Hill and results logged each time a 
solution is replaced with fi:esh solution. A 0.08 performance verification 
solution should be replaced with fresh solution approximately every 100 
samples or evelY calendar month, whichever comes fust. 
5.2.4 A 0.20 performance verit'ication should be run and results logged onte per 
calendar month and replaced with fresh solution approximately every 2S 
verif'ications or until it reaches expiration date, \vhichever,co~ne3 fIrst 
5.2.5 
5,£;,6 
; J 
NOTE: The 0.20 performance verification was implerp.ented' for the sole 
. " 
purpose of SUppOlting the instruments' results for '3; l,8-8004C charge. 
Failure to timely perform a 0.20 pedolIDance' verification will not 
invalidate tests perfOlIDed that yield results at other levels or in charges 
other than 18-8004C. 
Acceptable results for a 0.08 01'./0.20 perfol'inance verification is a pair of 
samples in sequence that al-(both \~ft1iill 10% of the performance 
verification solution targ~t\·alue. 'r~rget values and ranges of acceptable 
results for each solution: 10't'seli,es.,are included in a certiticate of analysis, 
prepared by, and available from,tlie ISPFS. 
-,' ~.<' >" <~ 
NOTE: Due eQ~itemaJ't~c~ors associated with changing a perfOlIDallce 
verificatioll' §~lt'.lBollth~ results of the initial pelfOlIDance verification may 
not be withlh"the'~cceptable range, therefore the perfOlnlanCe veliiication 
may b~i'epeat~cf~:¢til a pair of satisfactory results are obtained. However, 
if resiJlts aftel<.a total of three test series for any solution (equivalent to SL'" 
tests) are StilfunsatisfactOlY, contact the appropriate ISPFS LaboratOlY. 
The instl1.unent should not be used for evidenti31Y testing lilltil the 
problep1 is cOlTected and perfol1nance verification results are within the 
!}.¢c~ptable range. Follow the suggested troubleshooting procedme if the 
"initial peTfOlIDance verification does not meet the acceptance criteria. 
The oftlcial time and date of the performance velification is the time and 
date recorded on the printout, or the time and date recorded in the log. 
5.2.7 Periol1nance verification solutions should only be used prior to the 
expiration date as marked on the label. 
5.2.8 Temperature of the simulator must be between 33.5°C and 34.5°C in order 
for the periolIDance verification results to be valid. 
5.2.9 Au agency may run additional perfOlIDance verification solution levels at 
their discretion. 
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5.2.10 The BTS must set the correct acceptable range limits and perfonnance 
verification solution lot number in the instl1lment before proceeding with 
evidentiary testing. 
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Proper testing procedure by celiified Operators is necessary in order to provide 
accumte ~·esu1ts. Instruments used in Idaho measure alcohol in the breath, not the blood, 
and report results as grams of alcohol in 210 liters of breath. 
6.1 Prior to evidentialY breath alcohol testing, the subject/individual should be 
monitored for at least fifteen (15) minutes. Any material which absorbs/adsorbs 
or traps alcohol should be removed from the mouth prior to the stm1 of the IS 
minute \vailing period. During the monitoring period the subject/individual should 
not be allmved to smoke, drink, eat, or belchlburp/vomit/regurgitate. 
NOTE: If a foreign object/material is left the mouth during the e~tirety of the 
15 minute monitoring period, any potential extemal alcohol ~blltam.ination will 
come into equilibrium with the sUbject/individual's body waterandlor dissipate so 
as not to interfere with the results of the subsequent breathakoh~l test. 
6.1.1 The breath alcohol test must be administered,b;?, an Operator currently 
certified in the use of the instrument . 
6.1.2 False teeth, paIiial plates, or briClge~' in~tal1ed or prescribed by a dentist or 
physician do not need to bel'ei;r,U)"e,? tc(qbtain a valid test. 
6.1.3 The Operator may elect,a blood te~til; place of the breath alcohol test if 
there is a failure}o'toj:nplet~, ,the fifteen minute monitoring peliod 
successfully..i:' . 
" 
6.1.4 During the mop.lfdring;,p¢11od, the Operator must be alert for any event 
that might iI!flii~ilcl'?·fhe,.accuracy of the breath alcohol test. 
~': ~'.~ "'. 
6.1.4,JT.h~"Opt:(:rator must be a\vare of the possible presence of ::nouth 
.,'. alcohoJ:~a::t'indicated by the testing illstI1ID1ent. If mouth alcohol is 
sU,spected or indicated, the Operator should begin another 15-
rpinute waiting period before repeating the testing sequence . 
. 6.1A.2 If, during the 15-minute waiting period, the subject/individual 
.. vomits or regurgitates matelial from the stomach into the 
sUbject/individual's breath pathvv'ay, the IS-minute waiting period 
must begin again. 
6.1.4.3 If there is doubt as to the events occm-ring during the 15 minute 
monitoring period, the officer should look at results of the 
duplicate breath samples for evidence of potential alcohol 
contamination. For clalification see section 6.2.2.2. 
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0.2 A complete breath alcohol test includes two (2) valid breath samples taken 
during the testing sequence and preceded by air blanks. The 
duplicate breath samples should be approximately 2 minutes apart 
to allow for the dissipation of potential mouth alcohol 
contamination. 
NOTE: A deficient or insufficient sample does not automatically invalidate a test 
sample. 
6.2.1 the subject/individual fails or refuses to provide a duplicate, adeql}ate 
sample as requested by the Operator, the single test result shan be 
considered v~did. 
6.2.1.1 The Operator may repeat the testing sequellye as requil:ed by 
circumstances. 
6.2.1.2 The Operator should use a new mm.lthpiece for each series of 
tests. 
6.2.2 A thll'd breath sample is required;ifthe results differ by mme than 
0.02. 
6.2.2.1 Unless mouth alcop.:61 i~ indicated or suspected, it is not neceSS31Y 
to repeat the i5-rrumfte:c\vaiting period to obtain a third breath 
sample. ' 
'::.. -:':-
6.2.2.2 The,(~)1.1ftsJ9t'·~{;plicate breath samples should conelate within 
~.;,O.?, to i}ldkate the absence of alcohol contamination ill the 
., [jSq:bject/iQ;di'vidual' s breath pathway, show consistent sample 
... d.eliv~J"Y;. iild indicates the absence of REI as a conb:ibuting factO!' 
to tlieBreath results. 
6.2.3 The· Operator should log test results and retain printouts, if any, for 
pos,sible use in court. 
'-',' ... / 
6.2.4, If a subject/individual £1ils or refuses to provide a duplicate, adequate 
sample as requested by the Operator, the results obtained are still 
considered valid by the ISPFS, provided the failure to supply the 
requested samples was the fault of the subject/individual and not the 
Operator. 
6.2.5 If the second or third samples are lacking due to inst11lIllent failure, the 
Operator should attempt to utilize another instJ:mnent or have blood 
drawn. 
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Troubleshooting Procedure 
Proper testing procedure by celiified Operators is necessary in order to provide 
accurate results. 
7.1 PerfOlIDance velification: If, when performing the periodic pe:riormance 
verification, the instrument faUs outside the limits of the verification, the 
troubleshooting guide should be used. 
NOTE: This is a guide for twubleshooting perfonnance verifications outside the 
verification limits and the procedure is recommended to streamline and iSQlate the 
potential cause of the problem. Strict adherence to the guidelines is 110t required. 
7. LIThe three sources of lllcertainty when performing' the periodic 
perfOlmallce verifications are in the simulator ~e~lp and Operator 
technique, the simulator perfoll11ance verification . solution, and the 
instrument calibration itself 
7.1.2 If the t1rst performance verification is outside the verification limits, the 
simulator setup and technique. cif'tIle Qp,et(:ltor performing the verification 
should be evaluated. The siniulator shOtad be evaluated to ensure that it is 
'>. "~ • > 
hooked up properly, u~es'shOlt hoses, is properly wallned, is within 
temperature, the 0I?ce!·~t9r blow,:t~~hnique is not too hard or sofe, and that 
the Operator does not:s'fop JJlow,ing llltil after the sample is taken. 
,-- /' "~:\z- ~\'J' 
7.1.2.1 The p~gQ).inap.c;~Yerification should be mIl a second time 
. ,;;;-
7.1.2.2 Inh& perfQlmance verification is within the verification limits on 
,.··the secOl;a;tiy, the instrument passes the performance verification. 
;. , " "~, 
7 .1.3 If the secob,d~:pertolIDance veritIcation is outside the verification limits, 
thenthe'pedcmnance verification solution should be evaluated next. 
c7.J'.:;U The perfolUlance verification solution should be changed to a fresh 
.... solution. 
7.1.3.2 The solution should be wall .. 11ed tor approxinlately 15 minutes, or 
until the temperature is within range, and the simulator lid is as 
W31ill as the simulator jar. 
7.1.3.3 The performance verification may then be repeated. 
7.1.4 If the third performance verification is outside the verification limits, the 
instrument !ill!§.! be taken out of service and sent to the ISPFS or an 
approved service provider. 
7.1.5 Upon retmn from service, the instrument should be recertified by ISPFS 
before being put back into service. 
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7.2 Thennometers: 
7.2.1 a bubble :forms in the thenllometer, the Operator or BTS can place the 
thermometer in a freezer to (b.-aw the mercmy (or into the bulb 
of the thennometer. This should disperse btibble. 
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lVIIP INII C Procedure 
The previous version of this section has been withdImvn from publication and will 
be replaced by an updated version that is pending S[al11[Ory anc11egal t'eviel,v. Please 
disregard and. destroy any copies of the previous version of tm.s sectioll. 
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